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CHARACTERIZATION OF RELATIVE

DOMINATION PRINCIPLE

ISAO HIGUCHI AND MASAYUKI ITO

1. Introduction

Let X be a locally compact and σ-compact Abelian group and ξ be

the Haar measure of X. A positive Radon measure N on X is called

a convolution kernel when we regard it as a kernel of potentials of con-

volution type. M. Itδ [4], [6] characterized the convolution kernel which

satisfies the domination principle. The purpose of this paper is to charac-

terize the relative domination principle for the convolution kernels. We

call xeX SL period of a real Radon measure μ on X if μ*εx = μ holds,

where εx is the unit mass at x, and denote by p(μ) the set of all periods

of μ. We shall prove the following result:

Let Nx be a convolution kernel of Hunt on X and N2 (Φ 0) be a

bounded convolution kernel on X. Then Nt satisfies the relative domi-

nation principle with respect to N2 if and only if one of the following

conditions is satisfied.

(1) There exist a positive measure μ(ΦQ) and a positive measure

H on X such that

N2 = N^μ + H

and p(H) contains the support SNι of Nt.

(2) Nx is bounded and p(N2) contains SNl.

By virtue of this theorem, we shall obtain that the relative domination

principle defines an order on the totality of bounded convolution kernels

of Hunt on Z.

2. Preliminaries

We denote by Lloc the family of real valued locally f-summable

functions on Z, by Mκ the family of bounded functions of Lloc with
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compact support and by Cκ the family of continuous functions of Mκ.

Aΐo Mi and C£ are their subfamilies constituted by non-negative functions.

For a real Radon measure μ on X, N*μ is called a iV-potential of

μ when the convolution has a sense. If N*μ is ^-absolutely continuous,

we denote its density by Nμ. Particularly we write N*μ = N*f and

Nμ = Nf when μ = /£ for fe Lloc.

DEFINITION 1. Let 2VΊ and 2V2 be convolution kernels on X. We say

that N1 satisfies the relative domination principle with respect to N2 and

write iVj < N2, when the following statement is true. If / and g are in

Mi and NJ ^ N2g f-a.e. on k(f) = {xeX; f(x) > 0}, then NJ ^ IV2# ξ-

a.e. on X. We say, simply, that N satisfies the domination principle

when N < N.

Remark 1. Let N be a convolution kernel on X satisfying the domi-

nation principle. Suppose that N(f + g) has a sense for / and g in

L ĉ and that Nf + cf <^ Ng + eg f-a.e. on &(/) for some constant c > 0.

Then iV/ + c7/ <: Ng + c'g f-a.e. on X for any constant cr such that

O^c'^c (cf. [5]).

DEFINITION 2. A convolution kernel N is said to be bounded if

N*φ(x) is bounded on X for any <peCκ and it is said to be of positive

type if N*φ*φ(0) ̂  0 for any φeCκ.

DEFINITION 3. A family (μt)t^o of positive measures is said to be a

vaguely continuous semi-group if

(1) μt*μβ = μt+s, H ^ 0, VS ̂  0,

(2) μQ = ε (the Dirac measure),

(3) t—>μt is vaguely continuous.

A convolution kernel N(Φ0) is called a Hunt kernel if there exists a

vaguely continuous semi-group (μt)t^o such that iV = μtdt.
Jo

Remark 2. For a convolution kernel of Hunt, there exists a unique

system (Np)p^0 called the resolvent of N such that No = JV and that

Np-Nq = (q- p)Np*Nq , p ^ 0, g > 0 .

By the above resolvent equation, we have

N + l f i - -1- έ
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for any p > 0 and hence N satisfies the domination principle.

DEFINITION 4. A convolution kernel N is said to be associated with

the fundamental family Σ if there exists a fundamental system 7(0) of

compact neighbourhoods of 0 such that with every v e V(0), we can as-

sociate a positive measure συe Σ satisfying

(1) N ^ N*σϋ and N ψ N*σv,

(2) N = N*σv as a measure on Cv,

(3) l i m n _ N*(συ)* = 0.

Remark 3. Let N be a convolution kernel of Hunt and V(0) be the

family of all compact neighbourhoods of 0. J. Deny proved in [3] that

for any v e V(0), there exists a balayaged measure σcυ of ε on Cv with

respect to N and that if we put Σ — {σcv v e V(0)}, then N is associated

with the fundamental family Σ.

3. Relative balayaged measure

LEMMA 1. Let Nx and N2(Φ0) be convolution kernels on X such

that Nt < N2. Suppose that N2 is bounded on X. Then Nj_ is bounded

on X.

Proof. For any ψ e C£, Nλ*ψ(x) is bounded on Sφ and hence there

exists ψeC£ such that N&φ ̂  N2*ψ on Sφ. The assumption Nλ < N2

implies that Nx*φ ^ N2*ψ on Z. This means that Nx is bounded if N2

is bounded.

Remark 4. Let N be a convolution kernel satisfying the domination

principle. M. Itδ [5] proved that the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) JV is bounded.

(2) 2V is of positive type.

(3) For any positive measure v with compact support and for any

relatively compact open set ω, we denote by i/Λ a balayaged measure of

v on ω with respect to N. Then idvi <; dv.

Remark 5. To construct a relative balayaged measure, we use here

the following existence theorem of M. Itδ (see [6]).

Let W be a convolution kernel of positive type and u be a locally

bounded f-measurable function on X. Then, for any compact set K and

for any c > 0, there exists a unique element fu of Mi supported by K
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such that

(1) Nfu + cfu^u £-a.e. on K,

(2) Nfu + cfu=:u f-a.e. on k(fu) = {xeX; fu(x) > 0}.

LEMMA 2. Let Nt and N2 be convolution kernels such that 2VΊ -< N2

and that Nλ is of positive type. Then, for any positive measure μ with

compact support and for any relatively compact open set ωf there exists

a positive measure μ'J supported by ω such that

(1) Nr*μ" — N2*μ as a measure in ω,

(2) N^μ" <^ N2*μ as a measure in X,

(3) // v is a positive measure supported by ω such that Nλ*v :> N2*μ

in ω, then N^v ̂  N^μ" in X.

Proof. If / e M£, N2f is locally bounded and f-measurable and

hence, by the above existence theorem, there exists f"eM£ supported

by ω such that

(1) NJ» + cf" ^ N2f f-a.e. on ω,

(2) NJ" + cf - N2f f-a.e. on k(f).

It is known that 2VX -< N2 if and only if JVj + cε < N2 for any c > 0 (see

[5]).
Therefore (1) and (2) imply that

NJ" + of ^ NJ ί-a.e. on X ,

NJ" + cf - N2f ?-a.e. on ω .

By the ordinary limit process, we obtain a positive measure //J for μ

having the desired properties (cf. [5]).

DEFINITION 5. In the above lemma, N^μ" is uniquely determined

but μ" is not always uniquely determined. We call μ" a relative

balayaged measure of μ on ω with respect to (N19N2).

4. Characterization of relative domination principle

LEMMA 3. Let N be a bounded convolution kernel of Hunt and σcv

be a balayaged measure of ε on Cv for v e 7(0) with respect to N. Then

ϊdN < +co (resp. \dN — +ooj if and only if \dσcv < 1 ίresp. \dσCΌ — lj

for every v e F(0).

Proof. By Remark 3, N is associated with the fundamental family

Σ = {σcv v e V(0)}. The boundedness of N means, by virtue of Remark 4,
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that \dσcv ̂  1 for every v e V(0). On the other hand, J. Deny [2] proved

this lemma for the associated kernel with a fundamental family under

the hypothesis that dσcv <; 1 for every v e V(0). Therefore our assertion

is true.

LEMMA 4. Let N be a convolution kernel of Hunt. Then we have

SN = U{Sw v e 7(0), n = 1,2,3, .. •}

Proof. By the definition of σcv, we have

N ^ N*σcv ^ N*(σcv)
2 ^

On the other hand, the fact that N satisfies the domination principle
asserts that 0 e SN. Accordingly, SN D Si<fcυ)n for any v and for any integer
n > 0 and hence

Next, we shall prove the inverse inclusion. Le (va)aeA be a decreas-
ing net of compact neighbourhoods of 0 such that Π«ΘΛ

 va = {0}. For
any positive integer n, we have

By Remark 3 and by the property of fundamental family, we have

limNφCVa)
n = 0

and hence

This means that

SNdva

and hence

because Π«e^ ̂ « = {0}.
Consequently the equality holds.
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THEOREM. Let Nι be a convolution kernel of Hunt on X and N2 (Φ 0}

be a bounded convolution kernel on X. Then N1 satisfies the relative

domination principle with respect to N2 if and only if one of the follow-

ing conditions is satisfied.

(1) There exist a positive measure μ(φθ) and a positive measure

H on X such that

N2 - Nt*μ + H

and that p{H) contains the support SNl of Nv

(2) N1 is bounded and p(N2) contains SNl.

Proof. Necessity. For any relatively compact open set ω, we write

μω a relative balayaged measure of ε on ω with respect to (NlyN2). The

inequality Nx*μω ^ N2 for any ω implies that {μω} is vaguely bounded as

ω\ X and hence there exists a positive measure μ such that μω—>μ vaguely

as ω I X. If we put

H — N2 — N^μ = lim N^μω — N^μ ,
ω T X

then H is a positive measure on X. Therefore it is sufficient to prove

the periodicity of H.

For any v e 7(0), we denote by σcv a balayaged measure of ε on Cv

with respect to the kernel N1 (cf. Remark 3). Then we have

H*(ε — σcv) = lim 2V>(μω ~ μ)*(ε — σcυ) — lim N^(ε — σcυ)*(μu — μ) — 0 ,

and hence H = H*σcv = H*(σcυ)
n for every v e V(0) and for every integer

n>0.

If \dN < +oo, then dσcv < 1 for every v (cf. Lemma 3) and hence

H — 0, because H — H*(σcv)
n for every n.

If \dN = +co, then dσcυ = 1. Therefore, by virtue of the theorem

of G. Choquet and J. Deny (see [1]), p(H)9 the set of all periods of H,

contains the support Sσcυ of σcυ for every v. On the other hand, we

have, by Lemma 4,

SNί = U {S(σcv)n v e 7(0), n - 1,2,3, . .} .

consequently p{H) contains SNl.

Sufficiency. If the condition (1) holds, N% and H are bounded, because

N2 is bounded and hence it is sufficient to prove that N1 < N2 under
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the following hypothesis:

Ni is bounded and there exist positive measures μ and H such that

N2 = Nt*μ + H

and that p(H) contains SNl.

Ni being bounded, there exists a system (N{p%±o of resolvent satisfying

f ^ 1 (Vp > 0) , JVo

α) = N,

and

# ω - N™ = to - p)N™*N™ ( V P ̂  0, v g > 0) .

By the resolvent equation, we have

± 1 f; ((qr -
q - p q - p n=o

Accordingly, for any p > 0 and for c > 0, there exists a positive measure
σΌ r such that

I dσPfc

and that

By the periodicity of H, we have

l ( ε - σp e)*H = - ( l - ίd(7p C)H ^ 0

and hence there exists a positive measure a satisfying

H = (NJ> + cε)*α .

By the resolvent equation, there exists a positive measure β satisfying

Therefore, for some positive measure v, N2 can be written in the follow-

ing form

N2 = (N™ + cε)*v .

We suppose, for / and g in MJ, that
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(N™ + cε)f ^ N2g = (Λ™ + cε)(v*g) f-a.e. on k(f) .»

Then we have

(N™ + cε)f ^ N2g f-a.e. on X ,

because {Nf + cε) satisfies the domination principle (cf. Remark 1).

Therefore

(tf £> + cε) -< N2 .

p and c being arbitrary, we may conclude that Nx < N2 by the ordinary

limit process.

Consequently the theorem is proved.

Let &Pb be the totality of bounded convolution kernels of Hunt on

X. We denote Nx — N2 when Nx is proportional to ΛΓ2 and Jfb = Jf?b/~.

COROLLARY. The relation < is an order on jtb.

Proof. The reflexive law follows by the domination principle. As-

sume that Ni < N2 and N2 < Nx for N19N2e Jfb. By our theorem, Nλ and

N2 can be written in the following forms

N2 == Nt*μ + H, ,

Nt = N2*v + H2,

where μ, v, Hι and H2 are positive measures on X and piHJ D S^,

p(H2) Z) SN2. If diVj < +00, then we may clearly choose a non-zero

measure as μ. If diVΊ — +00 and μ=0, then N2 = N2*ε'hcv for any v e F(0),

where ε'hcv is a balayaged measure of ε on Cv with respect to Nt. This

contradicts to the unicity principle for iV2.
2) Similarly, we may suppose

v Φ 0. Therefore

JVj = (Ni*μ)*v + H^v + H2 .

It is known that lim^xΛi^εί^ = 0 (cf. [6]) and hence

lim Hι*v*ε[ cv = 0 .
v\X '

By piH^ D S^x, i/^v = 0 and hence H1 = 0. Similarly H2 = 0. Con-

sequently

1) In this case v*g means the density of v*(gξ).
2) This means that μ — v whenever N*μ = N*v.
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For a compact set K in Z, we denote by μκ and vκ the restrictions of

μ and v to if, respectively. Then

JVJ ^ (N^μκ)^vκ — N&iμzWz)

and hence d(μκ*vκ) <L 1, that is, dμ^ dvπ <ί 1. JK being arbitrary,

dμ < +00 and \dv < +00. Consequently

N1 = (N^μ)*^ — N&iμw) .

By the unicity principle for Λ/Ί, ^*v — ε and hence μ = cε and v = (l/c)ε,

where c is a positive constant. This means Nt — N2 (asymmetric law).

Let Nu N2, Nz e Jfb and suppose that Nι < N29 N2 < N3 and that for

f,ge Mi,

NJ ^ N3g ?-a.e. on S(fξ) .

By Lemma 2, there exists gf

n e Mi satisfying

+ g'^ n 3 f-a.e. on S ( / e

n

N2g'n + ±g'n ^ N3g £-a.e. on Z .
n

Put

F n = {x e Sσξ) ^ / ( α ) ^ Nrf

and let / n be the restriction of / to Fn. Then

NJn ^ N2g'n f-a.e. on

and hence the same inequality holds f-a.e. on Z, that is,

NJn ^ N3g f-a.e. on Z .

{(l/ri)g'n) converging to 0 f-a.e. on Z as n —» 00, fn-+ f f-a.e. on Z. Con-

sequently Λ7Ί/ ̂  ΛΓ3̂  f-a.e. on Z, that is, iVΊ -< N3 (transitive law). This

completes the proof.
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